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Playing games on mobile devices is very popular. Re-
cently, cloud gaming – where datacenter servers execute the
games on behalf of thin clients that merely transmit UI in-
put events and display output rendered by the servers – has
emerged as an interesting alternative to traditional client-
side game execution. Cloud Gaming-as-a-Service (GaaS)
offers several advantages salient to mobile clients. First,
users with low end devices can get the same high quality
experience as users with high end devices. Second, mo-
bile game developers avoid two challenges that arise with
the huge diversity of mobile devices: platform compatibil-
ity headaches and per-platform performance tuning. Third,
upgrading servers (e.g., for bug fixes, game updates, etc.)
becomes far easier than redeploying new software to clients.
Finally, players can select from a vast library of games and
instantly play any of them.

However, GaaS on mobile devices faces a key technical
dilemma: how can players attain real-time interactivity in
the face of wide-area latency? Real-time interactivity means
client input events should be quickly reflected on the client
display. User studies have shown that players are sensitive
to as little as 60 ms latency, and are aggravated at latencies
in excess of 100 ms [1]. A further delay degradation from
150 ms to 250 ms lowers user engagement by 75% [2].

Instead, we propose to mitigate wide-area latency via spec-
ulative execution. We present DeLorean a system that deliv-
ers real-time gaming interactivity as fast as traditional local
client-side execution, despite with network latencies.

DeLorean’s basic approach combines input prediction with
speculative execution to render mulitple possible frame out-
puts which could occur RTT milliseconds in the future. De-
Lorean employs the following techniques to accomplish this.

Future Input Prediction: Given the user’s historical ten-
dencies and recent behavior, we show that some categories
of user actions are highly predictable. We develop a Markov-
based prediction model that examines recent user input to
forecast expected future input. We use two techniques to
improve prediction quality: supersampling of input events,
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and constructing a Kalman filter to improve users’ percep-
tion of smoothness.

State Space Subsampling and Time Shifting: Certain
user inputs (e.g., firing a gun) cannot be easily predicted.
For these, we use parallel speculative executions to explore
multiple outcomes. However, the set of all possible frames
over long RTTs can be very large due to state space explo-
sion. To address this, we use two techniques: state space
subsampling, and event stream time shifting. These greatly
reduce possible outcomes with minimal impact on the qual-
ity of interaction, thereby permitting speculation within a
reasonable budget.

Misprediction Compensation: When mispredictions oc-
cur, DeLorean enables the client to execute error compen-

sation on the (mis)predicted frame. The resulting frame
is very close to what the client ought to see. Our mispre-
diction compensation uses view interpolation, a vision tech-
nique that transforms pre-rendered images from one view-
point to a different viewpoint using only a small amount of
additional 3D metadata.

To punctuate our emphasis on fast interaction, we eval-
uate DeLorean’s prediction techniques using two fast ac-

tion games where even small latencies are disadvantageous.
Doom 3 is a twitch-based first person shooter where re-
sponsiveness is paramount. Fable 3 is a role playing game
with frequent fast action combat. Both are high-quality,
commercially-released games, and are very similar to mobile
games in the first person shooter and role playing genres, re-
spectively.

Through interactive gamer testing, we found that play-
ers perceived only minor differences in responsiveness on
DeLorean even with some network latnecy when compared
head-to-head to a system with no latency. Overall, player
surveys indicated positive reception of gameplay on DeLorean.
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